on strong eye contact
0 upvotes | 19 September, 2018 | by latinasonly
the other day I shared this video on TRP on attractive eye contact to women https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=K-3nRZA7_xU
The video says to always look at someone while you are speaking, and look away occasionally when
listening to the other person.
I received this comment:
That video is awesome, finally more useful stuff for me to practice. But how about the effects of
eddies tips used in conversations with men? Wouldn’t it be aggressive or insulting in some
situations or is it more likely to deescalate and helps maintaining frame?
What do you people think about this ?
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Comments
mrpthrowa • 1 point • 19 September, 2018 06:30 PM

You want us to give you content for your YouTube stuff?
latinasonly[S] • 1 point • 19 September, 2018 08:44 PM

its not my video, i shared it on the redpill and another reddit user commented
latinasonly[S] • 0 points • 19 September, 2018 04:57 PM

this was my response:
Strong eye contact sure as hell helps in maintaining frame with anyone. If I am facing someone, I will
always look at them while I am speaking, and look at them most of the time when they are speaking.
However there are always those pauses when no one is speaking.
Your facial expressions , posture and tone of voice define the nature of the eye contact, and can be insulting
or aggresive, if you were being insulting or aggresive in the interaction.
In a serious situation, I always use the style of strong eye contact in the video.
In casual conversation with a person (including women I don't want to fuck) a good amount older than me, I
will break eye contact first out of respect.
In casual conversation with males my age, I have slightly stronger eye contact than the other person, I won't
engage in the staring contests unless its a girl I like, or I feel the other person is trying to stare me down, in
which case I will make sure I stare them down.
In casual conversation with those a good amount younger than me i will have stronger eye contact, but not
engage in the "staring contests".
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